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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month a 
different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and we 
are the directors. 
 
Pedro Aug-2018 
Spicy Bear Sep-2018 
Generator Oct-2018 
Teutonic Nov-2018 
 
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will 
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please re-
member to produce your copy the month before the publish date. 
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Christmas special !…at last the…. 

CH3 Seaside Run no: 2025 Report. 
Happisburgh Hill House Inn, The Hill, 
Happisburgh, Norfolk: July 23rd 2017. 
Hares: Shammy & U Bend. 
As Christmas approaches and grim long December days darken and shorten, what more to cheer 
the knocking back of winter ale in the pub than memories of that distant summer’s day, when it 
rained in Cambridge, and a large dark cloud loomed over the Norfolk coast, and we ran in strong 
westerly 
winds and shivered in the cold and damp and even swam the cold waves of the grey North 
Sea……read on down Memory Lane…. 
So all that time ago, various goodly and not so goodly hashers convened at Cambridge Railway 
Station, some in search of coffee and papers to ameliorate the misery of grey skies and droplets 
falling, none in search of glowing amber nectar, (was this really the CH3?) ..as we prepared to 
embark by coach, for the coast that early Sunday morning… 
Once the friendly sign to hazy Happisburgh was sited some one and a half hours later, the coach 
driver found a circuitous route down rutted sandy lanes and managed to find the “Beach Parking” 
at the Wynn Evans Centre. 
Well, that was not so long or late a road journey, given that the first inhabitants had arrived in 
Happisbugh some 800,000 years before we did! No wonder the village is pronounced 
“Hazeburough” given the earliest known N European settlers are identified as having dwelt at our 
hashing venue, by their 70 flints and drinking debris, 100,00 years before their nearest rivals dwelt 
anywhere else in Europe…And now our robust hares,Shammy and U bend live there from time to 
time, in a post mesolithic beach hut! No doubt in memory of those pioneering first settlers and 
protohashers. 
As the driver’s route to our starting point was so very CH3 style, with a check here and there, & 
even a false trail to reverse back up to true trail…. it must have impressed none other than Double 
Top, who must have eyed up the driver at that very instant (if not earlier!!)…for a later recruiting 
drive…more of that anon. 
But best of all, Cambridge rain was not falling in Norfolk! although a cold wind blew. 
Shammy and U bend had no doubt consulted the weather gods…true ancient britons to the core! 
Car drivers, campers and palatial beach hut dwellers Shammy and U Bend greeted the coach 
and its contents at the Centre, with much debate about the route taken down such a sandy track, 
and disbelief that we had made it through, and why had we not gone the other way?… sounded 
all very hashy to me.. 
Still, after usual whining, loo hunting, and introductions to the format of the day etc… off we set… 
But what of the somewhat puzzling parking sign “BEACH PARKING”? 
Where was the Beach? 
Where was the Seaside? 
Was this not a farmers inland car park, and the word “beach” possibly Norfolk dialect for flat 
sandy soil agricultural landscape, far from the ocean blue (read grey)? 
Well, some one hour and five minutes later, the pack having run over numerous flat fields, mostly 
with a westerly wind behind us, seemingly so far from the sea, further and further inland we went, 
that the air was not even salty, just a scent of kale and withered crops…. 
But after a while the wind seemed to change direction or was it us ,the pack heading West now? 
…all flat land and indistinguishable lack of scenery..we were not quite sure where we were… 
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CH3 – News – Events 
Have an item that should be here? Go to  

http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php 
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,  

Browse for your item then upload it. 
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